Suppression of cold weather events over high latitude continents in warm climates
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Recent studies, using Lagrangian single column atmospheric models, have proposed that in warmer climates more low clouds would form as maritime air masses advect into northern hemisphere high-latitude continental interiors during winter (DJF). This increase in low cloud amount and optical thickness could reduce surface radiative cooling suppress Arctic air formation events, partly explaining both the warm winter high-latitude continental interior climate and frost-intolerant species found there during the Eocene, and the positive lapse-rate feedback in future Arctic climate change scenarios. Here the authors examine the robustness of this low-cloud mechanism in a three-dimensional atmospheric model that includes large-scale dynamics. Different warming scenarios are simulated under prescribed CO$_2$ and sea surface temperature (SST), and the sensitivity of winter temperatures and clouds over high-latitude continental interior to mid- and high-latitude sea surface temperatures is examined.

Model results show that winter 2-meter temperatures on extreme cold days increase about 50% faster than the winter mean temperatures and the prescribed SST. Low cloud fraction and surface longwave (LW) cloud radiative forcing also increase in both the winter mean state and on extreme cold days, consistent with previous Lagrangian air-mass studies, but with cloud fraction increasing for different reasons than proposed by previous work. At high latitudes, the cloud longwave warming effect dominates the shortwave cooling effect, and the net cloud radiative forcing at the surface tends to warm high-latitude land but cool mid-latitude land. This could contribute to the reduced meridional temperature gradient in warmer climates, and help explain the greater warming of winter cold extremes relative to winter mean temperatures.
1. Introduction

High-latitude continental interior winters were significantly warmer during the Eocene (56 to 33.9 Myr ago) than at present, with frost-intolerant flora and fauna existing north of 50N in North America (e.g., Wing and Greenwood 1993; Greenwood and Wing 1995; Markwick 1998). During that period, reconstructed temperatures show a much weaker meridional temperature gradient and a smaller seasonality over high latitudes (Greenwood and Wing 1995). Climate models have difficulties simulating such high-latitude continental warm winters while maintaining the tropical temperature consistent with proxy evidence without raising the pCO$_2$ to very high values (Huber and Caballero 2011). Many mechanisms have been proposed to explain this equable climate problem, including: polar stratospheric clouds (Sloan et al. 1992; Kirk-davidoff et al. 2002, although the suggested stratospheric feedback was disputed by Korty and Emanuel 2007), dramatic expansion of Hadley circulation (Farrell 1990, yet to be tested in a comprehensive model), increased poleward ocean heat transport due to ocean mixing by stronger tropical cyclones (Emanuel 2002, although the high latitude temperature response was found to be small by Korty et al. 2008), and a convective cloud feedback (Abbot and Tziperman 2008b,a; Abbot et al. 2009b; Abbot and Tziperman 2009; Arnold et al. 2014). The convective cloud feedback has been verified by multiple models of different complexities and can explain the warmth of the Arctic Ocean, yet cannot directly explain the warmth over continental interior land surfaces where sustained winter convection is not expected to occur. The Arctic and high-latitude continents are projected to warm much faster than the low latitudes (although Cohen et al. (2014) show a warming trend from 1960 to 2013, but a cooling trend from 1990 to 2013), particularly in winter (e.g., Screen and Simmonds 2010). The need to both understand past equable climates and to predict future climate change requires a better understanding of the mechanisms underlying winter warmth of continental interiors.
Climate models in the long-term projected future climate scenarios in the Coupled Model Inter-
comparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5, Collins et al. 2013) generally predict a larger surface warm-
ing over high latitudes, especially in winter, and a maximum zonally averaged warming in the
tropical upper troposphere and polar lower troposphere. Mechanisms for Arctic amplification of
warming in climate models include both local positive feedbacks, and nonlocal increases in moist
static energy transport (e.g., Alexeev and Jackson 2013). Pithan and Mauritsen (2014) found that
lapse-rate changes contribute more to Arctic amplification than does the surface albedo feedback,
but the controls on the high-latitude lapse rate feedback remain incompletely understood. Cronin
and Tziperman (2015) performed a single-column model study, treating Arctic air formation from
a Lagrangian perspective by following a column of air moving from the ocean to over high-latitude
continent during winter, following Curry (1983). They suggested that the surface-amplified Arctic
warming and the related high latitude lapse rate response occur primarily due to increasing optical
thickness and low-cloud fractional cover, which effectively suppresses surface radiative cooling.
This idea connects with observations of the Arctic winter boundary layer, which show two pre-
ferred states: low clouds accompanied by a relatively warm surface and weak surface inversion,
and clear skies accompanied by a cold surface and a strong surface inversion (Stramler et al. 2011).
The work by Cronin and Tziperman (2015), as well as a follow-up study with a two-dimensional
cloud-resolving model by Cronin et al. (2017), suggest that the warm and cloudy boundary layer
state may become more frequent in a warmer climate. Although such Lagrangian air-mass column
studies are extremely idealized, Abbot et al. (2009a) also studied the Eocene climate in a General
Circulation Model (GCM) and noted a significant increase of low cloud cover over high-latitude
continental interior in a much warmer climate.

Long-term projections by CMIP5 climate models generally show that extreme cold events in
northern hemisphere high latitudes decrease in a warmer climate (Collins et al. 2013), especially in
the Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 (e.g., Van Vuuren et al. 2011) scenario. The reduced risk can be interpreted as less frequent extremely cold days (Screen et al. 2015), shorter duration of cold air outbreaks (Gao et al. 2015), and warmer extreme values of daily minimum temperature (Screen et al. 2015). The reduced frequency of extreme cold events can be largely explained by the increase of mean surface air temperature, but the decrease of the winter temperature variance over high latitudes also contributes significantly (Gao et al. 2015). The decreased winter temperature variance is a result of several processes, including the reduced meridional temperature gradient that occurs in tandem with Arctic amplification (Screen 2014; Schneider et al. 2015). Changes in the character or distribution of blocking events, and changes in snow cover, may also contribute to the change in the frequency of extreme cold events (Gao et al. 2015; Vavrus et al. 2006).

This paper attempts to link changes in extreme cold events in northern hemisphere high latitudes together with the low-cloud mechanism of surface-amplified Arctic warming described by the above-mentioned air-column Lagrangian model studies (Cronin and Tziperman 2015; Cronin et al. 2017). To do this, we study the dependence of winter continental interior temperatures on mid- to high-latitude sea-surface temperatures and sea ice extent in a three-dimensional atmospheric GCM. We run the Community Atmosphere Model with prescribed sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice properties, specifying different levels of increased SST and examining the resulting continental climate, focusing on the distribution of winter temperatures, and particularly cold extremes. We consider some extreme warming scenarios in order to understand the processes involved, rather than limiting the study to realistic scenarios. In warmer climates, we find a significant increase of low-level clouds and longwave cloud radiative forcing at the surface, in both the winter mean state and on extreme cold days. The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the model and experiments, section 3 describes and discusses the results, and is subdivided
into sections on temperature changes (3a), cloud changes (3b), and the general context of surface energy balance changes (3c). We summarize our findings and discuss limitations of our study in section 4.

2. Model and experiment description

The atmospheric model used here is the Community Atmosphere Model version 4 (CAM4, Neale et al. 2010), with a horizontal resolution of 1.9° (latitude) × 2.5° (longitude) and 26 vertical levels. In our simulations, CAM4 is coupled to an active land model, the Community Land Model version 4 (CLM4, Lawrence et al. 2011), and to a sea ice model, the Community Ice Code version 4 (CICE4, Hunke and Lipscomb 2008). CICE is run in a thermodynamic-only mode in which sea ice thickness, sea ice fraction and sea surface temperature are prescribed, and the model is used to calculate the ice surface temperature and fluxes.

To prescribe different warming scenarios, we choose 11 different boundary conditions with different SST and sea ice fraction distributions. For each simulation, we run 22 years and analyze the last 20 years. First, we conduct a control run with seasonal preindustrial SST and sea ice distributions. The preindustrial carbon dioxide concentration is set to 280 ppm. Next, we pick six periods from the Community Climate System Model version 4 (CCSM4, Gent et al. 2011) RCP8.5 simulation and from the corresponding extension simulation (ECP8.5, Riahi et al. 2007) in the CMIP5 dataset: 2006-2015, 2041-2060, 2081-2100, 2121-2140, 2181-2200, 2281-2300, and we calculate the seasonal cycle of SST and sea ice fraction for our experiments from these periods. The carbon dioxide concentration in these periods is set to 390, 550, 850, 1230, 1770, and 1960 ppm respectively, while the concentration of other greenhouse gases is set to preindustrial values. Finally, to simulate even warmer scenarios, we set the sea ice cover to be zero everywhere for all seasons and impose different minimum SST values, of 5, 10, 15, and 20°C, on the SST field from year 2281-
2300 in the ECP8.5 simulation. In these warmer experiments, the carbon dioxide concentration is set to 1960 ppm, as at the end of ECP8.5. The objective of this final set of boundary conditions is to examine the effect of an extreme scenario of reduced equator to pole surface temperature gradient on high-latitude continental interior winter temperatures.

In some of the analyses and discussion below, we focus in particular on four representative experiments to illustrate the change of forcing and range of responses: the preindustrial run (hereafter PI), the RCP8.5 2081-2100 run (hereafter RCP2090), the ECP8.5 2281-2300 run (hereafter ECP2290), and the run with greatest minimum SST value of 20°C (hereafter SSTn=20). To provide a single scalar metric of ocean warming, we define the “forcing temperature” as the average DJF surface temperature over ocean and sea ice (if any remains) north of 45N.

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### a. Temperature patterns and extremes

Surface temperatures over oceans, and sea ice cover adjacent to the northern land masses – both of which serve as important parts of the forcing of cold air events in high latitude continental interiors – change dramatically from our coldest experiment (PI) to the warmest experiment (SSTn=20) as shown in Fig. 1. In the PI experiment (Fig. 1a), winter (DJF) mean surface temperatures over the ice-covered Arctic region reach below −35°C, and the forcing temperature (surface temperature averaged over ocean and sea ice north of 45N) is −9°C. In the RCP2090 experiment (Fig. 1b), the Arctic ocean experiences great sea ice loss, especially in the Barents-Kara Seas and Beaufort-Chukchi Seas (not shown), with local surface temperatures warmer than −5°C in these areas, and a forcing temperature of 0°C. In the ECP2290 experiment (Fig. 1c), the entire Arctic ocean is almost ice free, with SSTs above 0°C almost everywhere, and a forcing temperature near
Finally, in the SSTn=20 experiment (Fig. 1d), SSTs are essentially uniform at 20°C north of 45N, so the forcing temperature is also 20°C.

The large warming of ocean and sea ice surface temperatures north of 45N leads to a dramatic response of the boreal winter (DJF) temperature distribution over continental interiors. Fig. 2 shows the winter mean 2-meter temperature (left panels), the 1% lowest quantile of daily-minimum temperature (middle panels), and the standard deviation of daily-mean temperature during DJF (right panels). The 1% lowest quantile of daily-minimum temperature represents roughly the minimum temperature experienced in each winter, and thus relates to minimum-temperature tolerances of different species. Since the response over continental interiors in Asia and Europe is similar to the response in North America, the following discussion mainly focuses on North America. In the PI experiment, the mean DJF temperature (Fig. 2a) over most of North America is below 0°C, the mean temperature over the high latitudes reaches below −30°C, and the 1% lowest quantile (Fig. 2b) over high latitudes reaches below −45°C. The PI standard deviation (Fig. 2c) over high latitudes is around 10°C. In our warmest scenario, shown in the SSTn=20 experiment, both the winter mean temperature (Fig. 2j) and the 1% lowest quantile (Fig. 2k) over high latitudes increase dramatically (to around 10°C and 0°C, respectively), while the standard deviation (Fig. 2l) decreases to below 4°C. In our warmest simulation, SSTn=20, large areas in North America, north of 45N, would still occasionally experience freezing temperatures during winter. However, frost-intolerant flora and fauna may still survive, in most areas, based on the following criteria. For palms (Greenwood and Wing 1995), a cold month mean temperature greater than 5°C, and a yearly minimum temperature greater than −10°C; and for crocodiles (Markwick 1994): cold month mean temperature greater than 7°C and cold month mean of daily minimum temperature greater than 1.5°C. The location of fossil records of palms and crocodiles is nearly south of 60N for palms and south of 55N for crocodiles (Greenwood and Wing 1995; Markwick 1994).
these criteria (not shown), we find that most of the area south of 60N is warm enough for palms
to survive, and most of area south of 55N is warm enough for crocodiles to survive. Temperatures
over most of interior Asia outside of the subtropics are not warm enough for palms and crocodiles
to survive (not shown), although we expect this result might be altered by the differing continental
positions and coastlines of the Eocene, especially including the possibility of extensive interior
waterways and shallow seas in central Asia.

Fig. 3a shows the winter mean 2m temperature (red dots), and the 1% lowest quantile of win-
ter 2m daily-mean (orange) and of the daily-minimum (blue) temperature, averaged over North
America north of 45N, as function of the ocean forcing temperature. As the forcing tempera-
ture increases in these experiments from $-9^\circ C$ to $20^\circ C$, the average land temperature warms by
about the same amount. However, the 1% lowest quantile of daily-mean temperature increases by
about $43^\circ C$, nearly 50% more than the increase in the forcing temperature and in the winter mean
continental temperature. A similar result, with an even stronger warming response, holds for the
lowest 1% of daily minimum temperatures. This difference in the response of the mean and lowest
quantiles is related to the rapid decrease of the standard deviation of the temperature (Fig. 3b, red
dots).

The reduced variability in winter temperatures can also be demonstrated by the change of the
probability density function (PDF) of winter 2m temperature at one location in north-central
Canada (65N, 100W; Fig. 3c). As the PDF shifts to the warmer mean temperatures, it also be-
comes increasingly narrow, reflecting the decrease of the variance. Choosing another location
or considering an average over certain latitude band over high-latitude North America does not
change the results qualitatively. This narrowing of the PDF makes the cold tail shift faster than
the mean (it also makes the warm tail shift less than the mean, but that is not our focus in this pa-
per). The difference between the 1% lowest quantile of winter 2m daily-mean and daily-minimum
temperature (Fig. 3b, blue dots) remains nearly unchanged in the first few simulations but then decreases significantly after the forcing temperature increases to 10°C. This decrease is related to the suppression of surface radiative cooling on the coldest days, as will be seen below (Section ??c). Fig. 3d shows the corresponding PDFs of the net LW radiation. The warmer simulations move toward zero net surface LW at the surface, and these states are characterized by a near-unity low cloud fraction (not shown), consistent with the cloudy state of Stramler et al. (2011). The ECP2300 run in particular shows a sharp elimination of the warm temperature distribution tail near the freezing temperature (orange curve in Fig. 3c. This peak of the pdf near the freezing temperature also corresponds a state of near-zero net LW radiation (Fig. 3d) and thus a cloudy state.

We next examine the changes to the winter-time vertical temperature profile over land (Fig. 3e) at the same location (65N, 100W). In the PI experiment, the vertical temperature profile shows a strong temperature inversion below 800 hPa, with a decrease from −20°C at 800 hPa to −35°C at the surface. In our warmest scenario, the SSTn=20 experiment, this temperature inversion is effectively gone, and the temperature is nearly uniform below 900 hPa. This weakening of temperature inversion is a manifestation of surface-amplified warming, as seen by studies of simulated and observed Arctic warming (e.g., Collins et al. 2013; Kay et al. 2012; Pithan and Mauritsen 2014; Screen and Simmonds 2010), and consistent with the studies of the suppression of Arctic air formation based on a Lagrangian column model (Cronin and Tziperman 2015; Cronin et al. 2017). Fig. 3f shows temperature profiles during coldest 1% extremes for these runs. Even in the warmest run, the cold extremes show sub-freezing temperature and a near-surface inversion, although its vertical extent is smaller now.
b. Changes in clouds

As the climate warms, high-latitude land shifts from a radiatively clear boundary to a cloudy boundary layer state, as illustrated by a bivariate PDF of 2-meter air temperature and low cloud fraction at the specific location (65N, 100W) discussed above (Fig. 4). In the PI run, most days have only scattered low clouds (fractions less than 20%), and cold extremes nearly always occur under mostly clear skies, but many moderately cold days also occur under clear skies. This indicates that the absence of low clouds is necessary, but not sufficient, for an extreme cold event to occur. The warmer simulations show a gradual move toward a larger fraction of low-cloud cover, until at SSTn=20 nearly all days are overcast with low clouds. In a sense, the clear boundary layer state of Stramler et al. (2011) disappears with sufficient ocean warming. The bi-variate pdf in Fig. 4d shows that even the cold extremes in the warmest run (SSTn=20) have a large fraction of low clouds, and at the same time the surface temperature does not go significantly below zero. For intermediate runs (RCP2290 and ECP2290) there is also a clearer relation between local low cloud cover and surface temperature, indicating that this low cloud cover is a significant factor in determining the local surface temperature.

To further explore how cloud properties and radiative effects over land respond to ocean warming, we first examine cloud radiative forcing at the surface as a function of the averaged ocean and sea ice temperature north of 45N. In this paper, cloud radiative forcing at the surface is defined as the difference between downward all-sky radiation and downward clear-sky radiation at the surface. Fig. 5a shows longwave, shortwave, and net (longwave plus shortwave) cloud radiative forcing at the surface (hereafter LWCRF, SWCRF, and NETCRF) averaged over North America north of 45N and north of 55N. In the averages north of 45N, LWCRF almost doubles from 29 W m\(^{-2}\) to 57 W m\(^{-2}\) from the coldest PI to the warmest SSTn=20 experiment. This increase sug-
gests a robust cloud warming effect over high-latitude continental interiors. Although incoming
solar SW radiation decreases to zero near the polar region, SWCRF becomes more negative as the
surface forcing temperature is increased, partially compensating some of the increase in LWCRF
over high latitudes. SWCRF decreases from $-14 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ in the PI experiment to $-30 \text{ W m}^{-2}$ in
the SSTn=20 experiment, such that the net cloud forcing, NETCRF, still nearly doubles from 15
W m$^{-2}$ in PI to 27 W m$^{-2}$ in the SSTn=20 experiment, albeit with a smaller change than LWCRF
by itself. For averages north of 55N, LWCRF does not differ much from the average north of 45N.
However, SWCRF becomes much weaker due to the smaller insolation at higher latitudes, leading
to a larger increase in NETCRF, from 20 W m$^{-2}$ in PI to 44 W m$^{-2}$ in the SSTn=20 experiment.

The spatial pattern of LWCRF changes (Fig. 6, left panels) again shows large increases of
LWCRF over North America. The increase is mostly north of 45N and it is generally stronger
at higher latitudes. The SWCRF change (Fig. 6, middle panels) is weaker at higher latitudes, but
SWCRF still decreases by 10 W m$^{-2}$ near 60N from the PI to the SSTn=20 experiment. The
NETCRF change (Fig. 6, right panels) from the PI simulation shows warming at high latitudes
and cooling at mid-latitudes.

This meridional distribution of cloud radiative forcing is further illustrated in Fig. 7, which
shows the the change of zonally averaged cloud radiative forcing over land and sea ice, relative to
the PI experiment. Between mid and high latitudes, the NETCRF change shows a clear positive
meridional gradient (Fig. 7c), due both to the increase of LWCRF (Fig. 7a) at high latitudes and
the decrease of SWCRF (towards more negative values, Fig. 7b) at mid latitudes. Between 45N
and 65N, the meridional gradient of NETCRF change (relative to PI) increases from 0.6 W m$^{-2}$
per degree latitude in the RCP2090 experiment to 1.6 W m$^{-2}$ per degree latitude in the SSTn=20
experiment. To put these numbers in context, the observed meridional gradient in zonal-mean
DJF net surface shortwave flux in the current climate is only -2.5 W m$^{-2}$ per degree latitude from
45N to 65N (based on the CERES EBAF-Surface Ed4.0 dataset, Kato et al. 2018). Changes in the meridional gradient of net cloud forcing thus offset almost two thirds of the differential solar forcing of the surface energy budget over winter land, indicating that clouds could contribute to the reduced meridional surface temperature gradient over land. This leads us to speculate that cloud changes might also contribute to the decrease of winter temperature variance that results from meridional exchanges of air masses (Screen 2014; Schneider et al. 2015), and thus to the greater warming of extreme cold events relative to winter mean temperatures. Verifying this speculation, however, would require additional analysis, and arguments about temperature variance based on meridional temperature gradients are complicated in the warmest simulations by a local reversal of the meridional temperature gradient along the Arctic coast of North America (e.g., Fig. 2g,j).

The cloud radiative forcing changes are explained by Fig. 5b which shows the change of cloud fraction, averaged over North America north of 45N. From the PI to the SSTn=20 experiment, the total cloud fraction almost doubles from 46% to 86%. The change in total cloud fraction is dominated by the change of low cloud fraction, which increases from 29% to 77%. Here, low cloud fraction is defined as the cloud fraction below 700 hPa, and high cloud fraction is defined as the cloud fraction above 400 hPa. The change of LWCRF is closely related to the change of low cloud fraction, with a linear correlation of 0.99 between the area-averaged LWCRF and low cloud fraction (North America north of 45N). The spatial pattern of the change of low cloud fraction (Fig. 8, middle panels) is also similar to the change of LWCRF (Fig. 6, left panels), with the change over North America occurring mainly north of 45N. Fig. 5b also shows the change of high cloud fraction, which does not begin to increase significantly until the forcing temperature exceeds 10°C. The increase in high clouds occurring over north America for forcing temperatures above 10°C seems to be related to an eastward advection of the high clouds forming over the North subpolar Pacific ocean (Fig. 8, right panels).
In addition to the low cloud fraction increase, cloud water path also increases significantly (Fig. 5c). From the PI to the SSTn=20 experiment, the cloud liquid path more than doubles from 123 g m\(^{-2}\) to 309 g m\(^{-2}\), while cloud ice path decreases by a small amount. The spatial pattern of the change of cloud liquid water path (Fig. 8, left panels) is also similar to the change of LWCRF (Fig. 6, left panels) and low cloud fraction (Fig. 8, middle panels), with the change over North America occurring mainly north of 45N.

It is helpful to try and understand the reason for the layered cloud fraction changes between these simulations. In CAM4, a baseline layered cloud fraction (\(\bar{C}_c\)) is calculated from the relative humidity \(RH\) using, \(\bar{C}_c = (RH - RH_{min})^2 / (1 - RH_{min})^2\), where \(RH_{min}\) is a threshold value below which no layered cloud forms. For low layered clouds (pressures greater than 750 hPa) \(RH_{min} = 0.91\) over ocean and \(RH_{min} = 0.81\) over land. CAM4 also has a “freezedry” modification to layered cloud fraction for cold conditions (Vavrus and Waliser 2008): \(C_c = \bar{C}_c \times (\max[0.15, \min(1, q/3)])\), where \(q\) is the specific humidity (g kg\(^{-1}\)). When \(q\) is below 0.45 g kg\(^{-1}\), \(C_c = \bar{C}_c \times 0.15\); when \(q\) is above 3 g kg\(^{-1}\), \(\bar{C}_c\) is not modified; when \(q\) is between 0.45 and 3 g kg\(^{-1}\), \(C_c = \bar{C}_c \times q/3\). We find that the low cloud fraction increase from the PI to ECP2290 simulations occurs mainly because warming causes specific humidity to increase enough that the freezedry modification is deactivated, while relative humidity actually decreases slightly. From the ECP2290 to the SSTn=20 simulations the specific humidity still increases, yet it is above 3 g kg\(^{-1}\) and low cloud fraction therefore increases because of the increase of relative humidity due to the dependence on \(RH\).

The freezedry modification was a macrophysical change intended to represent the weaker turbulence and thus reduced subgrid variability of highly stable atmospheric conditions typical of polar winter. This mechanism of increasing turbulent mixing with warming was captured by the two-dimensional model of Cronin et al. (2017), and was argued to give greater cloud longevity than found by the single-column model of Cronin and Tziperman (2015). However, the main
mechanisms responsible for greater cloud fraction with warming (via longer cloud persistence) in Cronin and Tziperman (2015) and Cronin et al. (2017) were argued to be the greater initial water vapor content of a warmer atmosphere and changes in cloud microphysical processes that lead to less efficient cloud water removal for warm liquid than for cold mixed-phase clouds. Thus, the mechanisms of cloud fraction increase in this study differ somewhat from those found by previous work.

A similar low cloud warming effect also exists over the Arctic Ocean for experiments in which winter sea ice is not eliminated: in Fig. 6, left panels, LWCRF significantly increases from the PI experiment to the ECP2290 experiment, with a consistent increase of cloud liquid path and low cloud fraction (Fig. 8, left and middle panels). However, for larger specified surface warming, where sea ice is eliminated, low clouds decrease as the SST is further increased. From the ECP2290 experiment to the SSTn=20 experiment, both low cloud fraction and cloud liquid path decrease over the Arctic, leading to a decrease of LWCRF there. This decrease of low cloud is related to winter-time convection which produces more high clouds over the Arctic Ocean, and which in turn leads to a strong warming feedback over the Arctic, previously proposed as an explanation for high latitude warmth during past warm climates, and found to be present in future warming scenarios (Fig. 8, right panels, Abbot and Tziperman 2008b,a; Abbot et al. 2009b; Abbot and Tziperman 2009; Arnold et al. 2014). The liquid path of low clouds is higher than that of high convective clouds that may develop, and therefore the decrease of low cloud fraction also leads to the decrease in cloud liquid path.

Overall, the results of surface-enhanced warming, together with increased LWCRF, low cloud fraction, and liquid water path are broadly consistent with the mechanism of suppression of Arctic air formation by thicker and more extensive low liquid clouds studied by Cronin and Tziperman (2015) and Cronin et al. (2017). As demonstrated by the foregoing discussion of the reasons for
changes in cloud fraction with warming in CAM4, however, similar clouds changes may be caused
by different details of model parameterizations.

c. Changes in the surface energy budget

The changes in LWCRF are compared to changes in other terms of the surface energy balance for
land points north of 45N in Fig. 9. In the winter mean (Fig. 9a), between the coldest experiment
(PI) and the warmest experiment (SSTn=20), downward clear-sky longwave radiation increases
by about 120 W m\(^{-2}\), which is much larger than the increase in LWCRF of 25 W m\(^{-2}\). Upward
longwave radiation from the surface increases slightly more than does the downward clear-sky
longwave flux, and the downwards turbulent heat flux to the surface and net shortwave radiation
both decrease between the PI and SSTn=20 experiments, cooling the surface. The situation for
extreme cold days (the 1% of daily-mean temperature, Fig. 9b) is similar, but with larger increases
in both upward surface longwave radiation (due to amplified warming of the coldest days) and
downward clear-sky longwave radiation, and a similar magnitude of increase of LWCRF, but a
more nonlinear onset once the forcing temperature rises above 5-10°C. This nonlinear dependence
of cloud fraction and LWCRF on the forcing temperature is similar to the dependence of these
quantities on the initial 2-meter air temperature in the cloud-resolving simulations of Cronin et al.
(2017) – but this resemblance may be coincidental. It is possible that as the Arctic ocean becomes
warmer than northern Canada, all air masses passing over North America start out relatively warm
and moist, and thus form clouds as they cool over the continent. Either way, the increase in cloud
fraction even on very cold days is consistent with the disappearance of the clear boundary layer
state for very warm SSTs (Fig. 4d). Looking at land points north of 55N rather than north of 45N
(not shown) gives a similar picture, with a somewhat larger role for LWCRF relative to the clear
sky radiation.
Following Gong et al. (2017), one can decompose changes in surface temperature as a sum of energy flux changes divided by a surface Planck feedback of about 4 W m$^{-2}$ K$^{-1}$ (or increase in longwave flux per unit increase in surface temperature, $4\sigma T_0^3$, where $T_0$ is a reference surface temperature about which upward emission is linearized). Applying this decomposition to the results shown in Fig. 9 suggests that land surface warming is caused by the greater downward longwave emission from the clear sky (as found by Gong et al. 2017, in historical trends). This is in turn mostly a result of increasing temperature and moisture of the lower troposphere, and not due to increases in carbon dioxide concentration (changes in clear-sky downward LW far exceeds the surface CO$_2$ radiative forcing). This interpretation seems reasonable: the dominant cause of land surface warming is greater clear-sky downward longwave radiation, caused by warmer and moister air masses, which are maintained by warmer SSTs and advected over land. For three reasons, though, we believe that clouds play a larger role than this simple linear energy balance decomposition would suggest.

First, increases in clear-sky longwave fluxes primarily act to warm land temperatures at nearly the same rate as ocean temperatures in the winter mean, and with a smaller amplification factor than simulated for the cold extremes – so if we are concerned with the amplification of land warming relative to ocean, or the land-ocean warming contrast, cloud forcing changes become much more important. To estimate the warming that arises from the modeled clear-sky downward longwave flux changes between PI and SST$n=20$, the flux changes of 120 W m$^{-2}$ (winter mean, Fig. 9a) and 140 W m$^{-2}$ (cold extremes, Fig. 9b), can be divided by surface Planck feedbacks corresponding to $T_0 = 0^\circ$C (winter mean for a forcing temperature of 5$^\circ$C, Fig. 3a) and $T_0 = -20^\circ$C (cold extremes for a forcing temperature of 5$^\circ$C, Fig. 3a). This calculation gives warming estimates of 28$^\circ$C for the winter mean, and 38$^\circ$C for the cold extremes as arising from the clear-sky downward longwave radiation. Although these estimates do account for the vast majority of
the simulated temperature changes, if the warming effects of cloud changes were neglected, one could argue following Gong et al. (2017) that the land surface would then be expected to warm less in the winter mean than the mid- and high-latitude oceans, due to the reduction in the downward turbulent heat fluxes (Fig. 9). Neglecting the cloud forcing as unimportant could thus change the sign of the winter land-ocean warming contrast, which is of central importance in both our understanding of the equable climate problem and in the impacts of future climate change.

Second, low cloud fraction and LWCRF (Fig. 9) exhibit similar nonlinear trends to those seen in the difference between the 1% lowest quantile of winter 2m daily-mean and daily-minimum temperature (Fig. 3b, blue dots), which remains almost unchanged from the PI to the RCP2090 experiment but quickly decreases after the ocean forcing temperature is above 10°C. The similarity suggests that the increasing low clouds, with the associated suppression of surface radiative cooling, partly contribute to the reduced diurnal temperature variation in extreme cold days of very warm climates. Note that we cannot analyze the daily-minimum temperatures analogously to the winter mean and coldest 1% of days because we do not have separate data from snapshots of daily minimum temperatures.

Third, and most importantly, we believe that the approach of attributing changes in surface temperature to changes in individual energy fluxes is potentially misleading, because the clear-sky radiation, CRF, and turbulent fluxes are all part of a coupled boundary layer-surface system, making an additive decomposition ambiguous. If cloud radiative forcing were removed, the boundary layer and surface would cool and the near-surface air would become more stable, leading to a smaller clear-sky downward radiative flux, and likely a larger turbulent heat flux into the surface. It is tempting to ignore the contribution to downward longwave radiation by the boundary layer, especially in the Arctic where it is so cold and dry, but even the lowest 200 m of the clear-sky subarctic atmosphere in winter of the present climate has a surprisingly large broad-band long-
wave emissivity of around 0.35. Changes in boundary layer temperature will thus be associated with changes in downward clear-sky longwave radiation, but such changes should not be thought of as a forcing of the surface energy balance that is independent from the surface temperature or low cloud properties; part of a change in clear-sky downward longwave radiation could in fact be caused by clouds. At present, we lack a good way to untangle these coupled influences on the Arctic surface energy budget and boundary layer state, so we believe it is most prudent to refrain from trying to be too precise with attribution statements about the causes of surface warming.

4. Summary and Limitations

We used the Community Atmosphere Model version 4 with a prescribed sea surface temperature to study the effect of ocean warming on continental climate. We prescribed a range of SST warming scenarios, from preindustrial to an SST that is no colder than 20°C, and our analysis focused in particular on cold extremes, as represented by the 1% lowest quantile of winter temperature over continents. The motivation is twofold: first, evidence of frost-intolerant species surviving in northern North America during equable climates (e.g., Greenwood and Wing 1995; Markwick 1998); second, the surface-enhanced high-latitude warming seen in both future model predictions and in observed trends over the past few decades (e.g., Collins et al. 2013; Screen and Simmonds 2010).

We find that as SSTs increase, so does the surface temperature over North America and Eurasia. While the averaged winter temperature increases by a similar amount to that of the prescribed ocean warming north of 45N, extreme cold events warm by as much as 50% more. We showed that longwave cloud radiative forcing (LWCRF) over North America north of 45N increases by about 0.8 W m$^{-2}$ per degree of ocean warming, and the meridional gradient of the net cloud radiative forcing favors high-latitude warming but mid-latitude cooling over land as the ocean warms.
The warming over North America is also found to coincide with a near-disappearance of the cold and clear boundary layer state of Stramler et al. (2011) in parts of the Arctic, consistent with the mechanism of the suppression of Arctic air formation in warm climates proposed by Cronin and Tziperman (2015). Cloud fraction in CAM, however, increases for reasons related to a parameterization of cloud macrophysics, which differs from the hypotheses of Cronin and Tziperman (2015) and Cronin et al. (2017) about thermodynamic and microphysical reasons for greater cloud longevity and thus cloud fraction in warm climates. Overall, our results here are broadly consistent with the picture of cloudier high-latitude continents with less severe cold extremes in warmer climates, but some of the key details differ in a 3D GCM as compared to previous idealized Lagrangian air mass studies (Cronin and Tziperman 2015; Cronin et al. 2017).

From a surface energy balance perspective, the increases in downward clear sky longwave radiation dominate increases in longwave cloud radiative forcing, as found by Gong et al. (2017). We argue, however, that this does not minimize the importance of clouds, because these increases primarily allow land warming to keep pace with ocean warming, and because an additive attribution of warming to changes in different surface energy balance terms cannot account for the coupling among clouds, surface temperature, boundary layer temperature, and surface energy fluxes.

Since we use a full GCM, it is difficult to test the relative importance of specific mechanisms, including but not limited to low-cloud changes, by removing them entirely, because the basic state of the model is often strongly altered by such mechanism-denial. For instance, Cronin and Tziperman (2015) and Cronin et al. (2017) tested the importance of the low-cloud warming mechanism by removing cloud-radiation interactions altogether, and looking at the land surface temperature response to varied SSTs with and without cloud-radiation interactions. However, in the GCM used here, removing cloud-radiation interactions dramatically alters the winter mean surface climate over land and sea ice, cooling preindustrial-climate 2-meter air temperatures over
high-latitude North America, Eurasia, and the Arctic Ocean by about 10°C (not shown). Similarly, snow-albedo feedbacks might be important for amplifying warming over land, but altering the snow-albedo feedback would also change the preindustrial climate markedly. We thus rely on the more detailed understanding of the low-cloud response that was possible in the above column studies, while the current study is meant to assure that the extreme idealizations used in those studies did not eliminate processes that would change their conclusions.

A further limitation of this work is that our results regarding changes in cloud properties are likely sensitive to the parameterizations of cloud microphysics in CAM4, and mixed-phase stratus cloud at high latitudes are a particularly difficult type of cloud for models to represent accurately (e.g., Pithan et al. 2014; McCoy et al. 2015; Pithan et al. 2016). Again, Cronin and Tziperman (2015) and Cronin et al. (2017) studied this sensitivity and found a similar response with different microphysics schemes. Yet the sensitivity of low clouds to SST could be quite different in a GCM, particularly considering the previously noted impacts of the cloud macrophysics scheme in CAM4.

While the model we used was of realistic geometry, our approach was idealized and process-oriented in that we prescribed a large range of SST perturbations in order to study the model in a broad parameter regime. While we are able to propose a mechanism for the enhanced continental warming, it relies on a strong imposed SST warming that is prescribed here, and whose mechanism we did not address.

This study is relevant both to the equable climate problem and to the lapse-rate feedback in future climate simulations. Our results, together with the convective cloud feedback over the Arctic studied by Abbot and Tziperman (2008b,a); Abbot et al. (2009b); Abbot and Tziperman (2009) and Arnold et al. (2014), indicate that clouds can lead to strong positive feedbacks over both high latitude ocean and continents in a warmer climate.
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